
BY LARRY KAHM 

THIS article describes the IBM Merge Tool for z/OS
and OS/390. This article begins with a brief scenario

that sets the stage for how to use the tool, followed by a brief
description of the product. The article continues with an overview
of how to use this product in foreground and batch mode, and
concludes with some observations about this new tool.

BACKGROUND

Pretend for a few moments that you are a typical applica-
tion programmer (no, really, this won’t hurt). You have been
working on an enhancement to one of the programs in your
application for several weeks now. The project is actually on
schedule. You have obtained the necessary information from
your business user to validate the test case scenarios and you
have built all of the test cases. Yes, you are almost done.

Of course, you are really dreaming. You know that because
you just received a phone call (that woke you up at 1:47 a.m.)
about an ABEND in the production version of your program.
You recall that this is a version that you promoted to produc-
tion about a month ago. You diligently start up your computer
and dial-in to your system. You check out a copy of the program
from your site’s software configuration management (SCM)
system and ignore the warning message that tells you that
someone else is working on that program. You know that the
TSO ID is yours.

Using the problem determination tools at your disposal,
you identify the problem, and you quickly correct it. Two
brief unit tests and you know that your changes work.

You call the Operations Center and request that they install
your program as an emergency change to production. You
help the operations technician fill out the OpCenter’s
ABEND report form and he moves your updated program to
production. He restarts the batch stream in error at the appro-
priate step and production continues for the night.

You log out, shut off your computer, and go to sleep thinking
about the various words that will emanate from your project
manager’s mouth later in the morning.

Twenty minutes later, you are sound asleep.
Twenty days later, you get an awful feeling of having done

this before.
What would it have taken to incorporate those emergency

fixes into your current program, before you moved the updated
version into production?

THE IBM MERGE TOOL

IBM recently introduced the IBM Merge Tool for z/OS and
OS/390 (hereafter called Merge Tool). This tool is designed to
merge and reconcile different versions of source code. Merge
Tool is the latest member of the SCLM suite of products,
which also includes Breeze and Cloud 9. You can learn more
about these products at www.ibm.com/software/ad/sclmsuite.
(Note:You do not need the SCLM product to use Merge Tool.)

IBM announced and released Merge Tool at the end of
June 2002 (Software Announcement Letter 202-114). With
this announcement, IBM continues a trend it began in 2000
to offer program products that compete directly with those of
independent software vendors (ISVs). IBM has positioned
this product as a solution to the problems that accompany
parallel development efforts.

Merge Tool is an ISPF application that allows you to merge
and reconcile the differences among three files (a base file
and up to two different sets of changes). The product uses an
enhanced member list format, referred to as the Merge Tool
Workbench. This format lets application programmers use a
specific set of line command options to invoke Merge Tool’s
various functions.

The available summary and statistics reports show you the
complexity associated with merging the files. This lets
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application programmers and their project managers gain a better
understanding of the scope of certain changes and allow them to
estimate the work effort involved more accurately.

Entire libraries or individual members can be analyzed or merged
either in the foreground or in batch, depending on the required
amount of work.

HOW TO USE MERGE TOOL

You use Merge Tool to perform a merge in a manner similar to
the way you use ISPF’s Super-C utility to perform a compare. You
identify the input data sets, the output files, and then select the
members to be processed. Figure 1 describes some of the partitioned
data sets (PDS or PDS/E) that Merge Tool uses.

WORKING WITH MERGE TOOL IN
FOREGROUND MODE

Let’s briefly walk through a sample session: First, launch Merge
Tool from your site’s ISPF Products menu. The Merge Tool ISPF
Workbench panel will be displayed.

Next, select the “Set Libraries” field. A pop-up panel is dis-
played. Enter (or verify) the names of the Base File, File1 and File2
data sets. Specify the output Work File and Merge File as well as
the optional Report file data set names. In this case, the Base File
contains the production version of the program. File1 contains the
version of the program with the changes you made to correct the
emergency production problem (as noted earlier). File2 contains
the version of the program that has all of your business enhance-
ments. If you do not have a File2 data set, the product uses the
information from File1.

A list of members, taken from the data set directory of File1, is
displayed. The product lets you add member names from the Base
File and from File2, if you need them. Select the member (or
members) that you want to process. Additional options allow you
to set either the language type or specific columns you want
Merge Tool to use.

After you identify the data sets, select the member(s), and enter
the comparison specifications; the Merge Tool Workbench provides
a summary overview of the information. Merge Tool uses a set of
line commands or actions that can be executed against any member
in the list. Refer to Figure 2 for a complete list.

You can generate a Work File in several ways. Using one method,
you can request the summary statistics, by issuing the line com-
mand SS. By using another method, you simply enter the GW line
command next to the member name. In either case, a pop-up panel
is displayed. The pop-up contains status messages that indicate the
processing is occurring. If you select the former method, a summary
list of information about the program is displayed. It contains the
number of lines in each file and the number of inserts, deletes and
conflicts. This report gives you an overall feel for how much work
is going to be involved in reconciling the differences. Press PF3 to
end from this display. The system returns you to the Workbench
member list.

If you select the latter method, the system refreshes the
Workbench screen after the Work File is generated.

After either form of processing is complete, enter the EW line
command next to the member name to edit the Work File. The Work

File is the amalgamation of all the versions of source code. The
physical file itself is seven bytes longer than the source code. This
allows it to contain a set of symbols that represent the differences.
The following symbols are used in columns 1 through 5 of the
Work File.

. — Indicates a modified line and appears in column 1
? — Indicates a conflict and appears in column 2
+ — Indicates a line has been added to the base file and
appears in column 3
- — Indicates a line has been deleted from the base file and
appears in column 3
nn — Indicates that the line is from File1 (1), File2 (2), or
both (12) and appears in column 4 (and 5)

A very simple example of a Work File is shown in Figure 3. In this
example, only a Base File and File1 are used. As you can see, File2
displays the File1 data set and member name. The Base File con-
tains the data shown on line 7. File1 contains a correction to the
code, shown on line 6. Because there is no File2, there are no con-
flicting lines, and the question mark (?) symbol does not appear.
Note that each line has the “12” symbol, which indicates the data
appears in both files. After a merge, only the data shown on line 6
(from File1) will remain in the Merge File.

All of the standard ISPF editing commands are available to you
to use within the Merge Tool Workbench. To identify all of the
modified lines, you can issue a command similar to the following:

x all; f ‘.’ all 1
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Systems Programmer Notes
Here is a sampling of some pertinent information for systems

programmers who are given the task of installing Merge Tool.

• Program Installation Directory publication number: GI10-8464
• Program Number: 5697-H70
• Product FMID: H27H110
• Installation: Standard SMP/E process

Merge Tool requires either the REXX Library or the REXX
Alternate Library in the run-time environment. The former is
supplied in conjunction with the REXX Compiler (Program
Number 5695-014). The latter is supplied on the product
tape or may have been installed with another product, such
as Tivoli NetView.

The instructions for adding Merge Tool to a site’s ISPF
environment are described in Appendix B of the user’s
guide. This seems to be an ingenious method for getting
some systems programmers to actually read a user’s guide.

After Merge Tool is up and running for a few weeks, con-
duct a survey of your application programmers. Find out
what commands they enter most frequently and repetitively.
Build the necessary ISPF Edit macros as shortcuts to assist
their efforts. Use SMP/E to add them (as USERMODs) to the
product’s SAZZCLIB.
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According to the Merge Tool User’s Guide
(SC27-1694), source lines can be inserted
into or deleted from the Work File. Unlike
the lines that are flagged by the Merge Tool,
you can simply add or delete lines, as if you
were editing the original source program.
When you are finished making all of your
changes, press PF3 to end the Edit session.

Enter the GM line command next to the
member name to generate the Merge File.
The Merge File is actually the output of the
processed Work File. It contains the rec-
onciled differences from all of the input
files. It is based entirely on your decisions
regarding which lines should (or should not)
be included. You can take this file and place
it back under the control of your SCM.
Note: If you use Merge Tool to process a
program and the compiler issues syntax
error messages, you will have additional
work to do. Unfortunately, there is no way
to undo any of the changes you made after
you perform an Edit session in the Work
File. To make any corrections to a program
with compiler syntax errors, you must
rebuild the Work File, make your editing
and reconciliation changes (correctly this
time), and then regenerate the Merge File.

WORKING WITH MERGE TOOL IN
BATCH MODE

While all of this processing occurred in the
foreground, it is possible to create the work
file and to perform the merge in batch mode.

Merge Tool comes with three sample
batch jobs that allow you to take advantage
of the product and free up your interactive
ISPF session. You can:

● build a Work File
● build a Merge File from the Work File
● build a Work File and the resulting

Merge File

Note: You can also create your own ver-
sions of these jobs. Simply instruct Merge
Tool to operate in batch, rather than fore-
ground mode, and then save the JCL.

The action taken by the processor,
AZZMERGE, is based solely on the DD
statements that are supplied during execu-
tion. In other words, there are no keywords
or parameters to specify the action to take.
Therefore, if you want just the Work File,
you would not need to include the CIG-
MERGE DD statement. On the other hand,
if you want to generate a Merge File, you

would leave off the CIGBASE, CIGDD01,
and CIGDD02 (Base File, File1, and File2)
DD statements. A sample of the JCL to cre-
ate a Work File for the COBOL program,
BOOKREOX, is shown in Figure 4.

This step starts TSO and invokes the
REXX routine, AZZMERGE, to perform
Merge Tool processing. This example
includes a STEPLIB pointing to Merge
Tool’s load library, which is not required if
the load library is included in LINKLST.
There is no CIGMERGE DD statement, so
a merge will not be performed. Instead, the
presence of CIGBASE, CIGDD01, and
CIGDD02 indicates that a Work File should
be created. The CIGLOG, CIGSUMM, and
CIGSTATS DD statements contain the vari-
ous reports produced by Merge Tool.

The three reports that Merge Tool pro-
duces provide the following information:

● Summary: A list of totals related to the
members that were processed; this is a
library level view

● Statistics: A list of the number of mod-
ifications for each member processed;
this is a member level view

● Log: A list of parameters that were in
effect during the merge process; this
includes the Summary Report

HOW CAN YOU USE THESE
REPORTS?

If your site just received a vendor’s latest
product update, you might normally com-
pare it against the former version to identify
what had changed. What should you do if
your site also performed in-house cus-
tomization? The Summary Report would
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Base File Contains the original version of the source code
File1 Contains the modified source code
File2 Contains the modified source code (optional file)
Work File Contains the merged version of the source code, where all of the

differences are shown, pending reconciliation
Merge File Contains the output of the reconciled Work File

FIGURE 1: LIST OF PARTITIONED DATASETS THAT MERGE TOOL USES 

GW Generate Work File
GB Generate Work and Merge File
GM Generate Merge File from Work File
SS Generate Work File and Show Statistics
Ex Edit member (where x is B, 1, 2, W, or M)
Bx Browse member (where x is B, 1, 2, W, or M)
X Exclude member from the list
I Include member on the list

FIGURE 2: LIST OF MEMBER ACTIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

000001 .—— **** IBM MERGE TOOL FOR z/OS AND OS/390         WORKFILE ****
000002 .—— BASELINE: AZZ.V1R1.SAZZSAMB(AZZLARRY)
000003 .—— FILE 1  : AZZ.V1R1.SAZZSAM1(AZZLARRY)
000004 .—— FILE 2  : AZZ.V1R1.SAZZSAM1(AZZLARRY)
000005 .—— ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....
000006 . +12 Fred, Barney, Wilma, and Betty
000007 . -12 Fred, Barney, and Wilma

FIGURE 3: MERGE TOOL WORK FILE WITH SIMPLE SAMPLE DATA 

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01
//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.AZZ.SAZZLOAD
//SYSTSIN  DD *
EXEC ‘SYS1.AZZ.SAZZCLIB(AZZMERGE)’
//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*
//CIGBASE  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Your.production.source.library
//CIGDD01  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Your.emergency.fix.library
//CIGDD02  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Your.developer.library
//CIGWORK  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Your.TSOUserID.MergeTool.Work
//CIGLOG   DD SYSOUT=*
//CIGSUMM  DD SYSOUT=*
//CIGSTATS DD SYSOUT=*
//CIGIN    DD *
SELECT FILE1 BOOKREOX TYPE COBOL
/*

FIGURE 4: SAMPLE MERGE TOOL BATCH JOB TO CREATE A WORK FILE FOR A COBOL PROGRAM 
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enable you to see the full extent of the changes across all of the
members in an entire data set. This information would be useful
for a project manager to be able to assign the appropriate number
of application programmers to work on the upgrade.

If you are one of the application programmers assigned to this
project, the Statistics Report provides a member-by-member
account of the scope of work needed to merge the various changes.
You can use this report to determine where the bulk of the changes
are located, and how best to approach merging the files.

For a better understanding of how to put all of this into practice,
read the Merge Tool User’s Guide. At the beginning of the guide
there is a brief description of four user cases (scenarios) outlining
different aspects of parallel development. This sets the stage for a
complete discussion of how to use the tool. The fact that IBM’s
authors describe each of these cases — in detail — at the end of the
book is a nice touch (and quite unusual for an IBM publication).

CONCLUSION

Different versions of source programs happen; resolving them
should not be hard. This article briefly described the features of the
IBM Merge Tool for z/OS and OS/390. It showed how you can use
this product in both foreground and batch mode.

Developers should have tools that allow them to quickly identify
changes in various versions of a source program and a mechanism
for incorporating them into a single file. Merge Tool is one program
product that allows this to take place.

If your site does not have a tool like this, and your application
programmers have the need, then Merge Tool should be on the list
of products to consider for evaluation. However, if you already
license one of the other ISV products, there is no compelling reason
to switch. This is still a first-release product and could stand just a
little bit more polishing.
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